
Feather, Fur, Skin a Bedford Road Lower School Key Stage 1

Writing 

Narrative

Write stories set in places pupils have been.

Write stories that mimic significant authors.

Non-fiction

Write labels.

Write recounts.

Write glossaries.

Present information.

Write non-chronological reports.

Poetry

Write poems that use pattern, rhyme and
description.

Write nonsense and humorous poems and
limericks.

Reading

Become familiar with a wide range of texts of
different lengths.

Discuss books.

Listen to short novels over time.

Science

Biology

Plants

Identify, classify and describe their basic
structure.

Observe and describe growth and conditions for
growth.

Habitats

Look at the suitability of environments and at
food chains.

Animals and humans

Identify, classify and observe.

Look at growth, basic needs, exercise, food and
hygiene.

All living things

Investigate differences.

Physics

Sound

Look at sources.

Working Scientifically

Across all year groups scientific knowledge and
skills should be learned by working scientifically.
(This is documented in the Essentials for
progress section.)

Art & Design

Use experiences and ideas as the inspiration for
artwork.

Share ideas using drawing, painting and
sculpture.

Explore a variety of techniques.

Learn about the work of a range of artists,
artisans and designers.

Computing

Understand what algorithms are, how they are
implemented as programs on digital devices,
and that programs execute by following a
sequence of instructions.

Write and test simple programs.

Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of
simple programs.

Organise, store, manipulate and retrieve data in
a range of digital formats.

Design & Technology

Cooking and nutrition

Understand where food comes from.

Geography

Investigate the world's continents and oceans.

Use world maps, atlases and globes.

Use fieldwork and observational skills.

Music

Use their voices expressively by singing songs
and speaking chants and rhymes.

Play tuned and untuned instruments musically.

Listen with concentration and understanding to
a range of high-quality live and recorded music.

Make and combine sounds using the
inter-related dimensions of music.

Physical Education

Participate in team games, developing simple
tactics for attacking and defending.

Perform dances using simple movement
patterns.
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